SUCCESS

Your child is born with it!
Every parent aspires for one thing for their child: **unlimited success**.

Success brings happiness to the child, which in turn, brings pride and happiness to the parents.
In spite of their best efforts in providing quality education and nurturing their development through all kinds of extracurricular activities, most parents still wonder:

“Are we doing enough?”
You most certainly are!
And now, you can do more.
Your child is unique and born with the potential to excel.
All you have to do is unlock it.
Potential is the latent quality or ability that every individual is born with.

Each person possesses a unique innate potential.

Tapping this potential is important, especially to build confidence and character.

Early development of your child’s true potential will lead to a successful life.
Unlock the Potential

Brain Barn Edu. has devised a specialized child development program for children between 5-14 years.

‘Access to Success’

A holistic development program which is simple safe and friendly. These methods are scientifically proven to:

1. Identify your child’s innate potential and natural strengths
2. Enhance the child’s learning capacity multifold
Internationally Proven

Access to Success is based on Nobel Prize winning researches.

Eminent professionals across the globe, from the field of Child Psychology and Education, endorse this program.

Over 10,000 students from more than 5 countries have participated in this program and achieved proven results.
The Benefits

- Enhanced social, kinesthetic, language, spatial & spiritual skills
- Academic Progress
- Enhanced concentration & comprehension
- Enhanced logical & creative abilities
- Increased intuitiveness
The Benefits

Greater Academic Progress:

Ensures that your child shines amongst peers, which leads to greater confidence, creating strong foundation for the future.
The Benefits

**Enhanced social, kinesthetic, language and spatial skills:**
Ensures that your child learns the art of being comfortable in any situation, thereby enabling your child to deal with the world effectively in the future.
The Benefits

Improved memory, concentration and comprehension:

Results in better grasping and understanding of fundamental concepts, which leads to higher learning capabilities.
The Benefits

Enhanced logical and creative abilities:

Means his career options multiply. No longer does your child need to be restricted to traditional career choices.
The Benefits

Increased intuitiveness:
Allows them to take faster decisions while understanding the impact of those decisions
Access to Success has 4 phases:

Phase 1: Mapping innate potential
A scientifically proven method, Dermatoglyphics Multiple Intelligence Analysis (DMIA), identifies innate abilities.

Phase 2: Developing the potential
A 2-day workshop which aims at increasing the brain’s learning capacity multifold. This is achieved through whole brain stimulation techniques, with a focus on midbrain activation. Parent Orientation - showcases the results achieved, program overview and their role in sustaining the child’s excellence.

Phase 3: Way Forward
Evaluation and explanation of the DMIA report, identifying of personality types, learning styles and innate intelligence.

Phase 4: Follow-up Sessions
Additional activation sessions to reinforce and sustain the techniques learnt during the workshop.
A 99% accurate scientifically proven method identifies the child's innate strengths through fingerprint analysis used in Forensics.

### Mapping innate Potential
- Whole Brain Stimulation Techniques using fun, creative exercises
- Parent Orientation

### Developing the potential
- Evaluation and explanation of the DMIA Report
- Identifying personality types, learning styles and innate intelligence

### Way Forward
- Additional activation sessions to reinforce and sustain the techniques learnt during the workshop

### Follow-up Sessions
Phase 1: Mapping innate potential

A 99% accurate, scientifically proven method identifies the child’s innate strengths through fingerprint analysis used in Forensics.
Phase 1: Mapping innate potential

Based on the advanced, scientifically proven discipline of Dermatoglyphics, Dermatoglyphics Multiple Intelligence Analysis (DMIA), studies the innate potential of an individual, based on the unique mapping of genetic information through fingerprint analysis.
How does DMIA work?

Dermatoglyphics Multiple Intelligence Analysis is a Psychometric Analysis. It establishes the connect between finger print and brain patterns and studies the 8 types of innate intelligences found in all individuals.

Each individual possesses different kinds of intelligence and therefore learns, remembers, understands and thus performs in different ways.
8 Types of Intelligence

- Linguistic
- Logical
- Visual
- Musical
- Naturalistic
- Interpersonal
- Kesthetic
- Intrapersonal
Phase 1: Mapping innate potential

Unlike generic means of psychometric analysis, such as E.Q and I.Q tests, DMIA is 99% accurate.
Phase 2: Developing the potential

Whole Brain Stimulation Techniques using fun, creative exercises.

Parent Orientation

Follow-up Sessions
- Additional activation sessions to reinforce and sustain the techniques learnt during the workshop

Way Forward
- Evaluation and explanation of the DMIT Report
- Identifying personality types, learning styles and innate intelligence

Developing the potential
Phase 2: Developing the potential

A 2-day workshop which aims at increasing the brain’s learning capacity multifold.

This is achieved through whole brain stimulation techniques, with a focus on Midbrain activation.

A 3-hour Parent Orientation session showcases the results achieved, program overview and their role in sustaining the excellence.
Importance of Midbrain activation

The Midbrain is the smallest region and the most important part of the brain.

It regulates the left and right brain functions, thereby boosting the brain’s processing power and learning capacity.

Activating the Midbrain results in achieving the brain’s peak performance.
Generally, more focus is laid upon one half of the child’s brain. “THE LEFT BRAIN”. This means that the brain is not utilised as per its optimum capacity.
Midbrain Activation = Whole Brain Development

Regulates left and right brain functions, boosting the brain’s processing power

Helps children use their whole brain efficiently and to its fullest potential

Contributes to overall intellectual, emotional and thereby, social development
Learning Techniques

Fun, creative exercises and use of sound waves, stimulates whole brain development to maximise learning capacity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain Gym</th>
<th>Super Memory Techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eye Gym</td>
<td>Speed Reading Techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Brain Yoga</td>
<td>Sensing Body Energies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization</td>
<td>Sound waves for Midbrain Activation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techniques</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music</td>
<td>Progressive Meditation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dance</td>
<td>Concentration Exercises</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Results:
Whole Brain Development

- Increase in the Capacity of the Brain
- Significant Improvement in Academic Performance
  - Improved Emotional Stability
  - Holistic State of Mind
- Enhanced Intuitive Ability
  - Super Sensory Ability
- Improved Concentration and Creativity
- Improved Memory
- Speed Reading
Phase 3: Way forward

- Evaluation and explanation of the DMIA Report
- Identifying personality types, learning styles and innate intelligence

Way Forward
Phase 3: Way forward

• Detailed explanation of the DMIA Report to evaluate the child’s personality type and learning styles.

• Identifying highs and lows of innate intelligence.

• Suggest discipline specialisation.

• Tool and techniques to guide the child to enhance the mindset and achieve higher performance.
Phase 4: Follow Up sessions

Follow-up Sessions

Additional activation sessions to reinforce and sustain the techniques learnt during the workshop

Way Forward

Evaluation and explanation of the DMIT Report
Identifying personality types, learning styles and innate intelligence

Developing the potential

Whole Brain Stimulation Techniques using fun, creative exercises
Parent Orientation

Innate Potential
Phase 4: Follow up sessions

4 additional activation sessions, with a duration of 2 hrs each.

Practise sessions to reinforce and sustain the techniques learnt during the program.
Lifelong Benefits

• Greater academic prowess
• Enhanced social, kinesthetic, language and spatial skills
• Heightened sensory perception and intuition
• Improved memory and concentration
• Enhanced Comprehension
• Enhanced logical and creative abilities
• Improved self confidence, IQ and EQ
Visible Results

Children will be able to

• Identify colour, alphabets and words blindfolded
• Walk or cycle around obstacles blindfolded
• Perform mathematical calculations in their head blindfolded
• Speed Read
• Develop a photographic memory
The Team

Dr. Reema Shah

• Psychologist and counsellor, practicing since the last 13 years.
• M.S. in Psychotherapy and Counselling (Mumbai)
• Diploma in Clinical Hypnotherapy (United Kingdom)
• Degree in Sport Psychology (University of Illinois, USA)
• Certificate in Trauma Counselling and Play Therapy for children.

Specialises in Parental Guidance, Family Therapy, Child & Adolescent Counselling and Mental Coaching for children in sports.

Conducted parenting and youth programmes and mental coaching workshops for children in sports.
The Team

Lorraine Seher Patel

A dedicated educationist who focuses on children’s learning

Special interests in child development and early childhood education (ECCE)
• Master’s in Arts from S.N.D.T University
• M.S. (Counselling & Psychotherapy)
• P.G. Diploma in Psychological Counselling (PGDPC)
• Diploma in Multiple Disability

Over two decades in the field of education which includes experience in esteemed institutions like St. Theresa High School, Bombay Cambridge School, Rajrani Malhotra Vidyalaya and Hussain Allana English School.
The Team

Bhavna Trivedi

An Educationist with 20+ years of experience

• She holds a B.Ed in Special Education
• B.HSc in Child Development & Family Relations.
• Foundation Course in Special Education from M.P Bhoj Open University
The Team

Jhankar Goel

An architect by profession with 20 years of work experience.

A certified “Emotional Freedom technique” (EFT), practitioner and has been practicing it for last 5 years, with some amazing results been experienced by her clients.

She is a mother of two and has worked with kids helping them gain confidence and come out of inhibitions and emotional issues.
The Team

Oindrila Purohit

Oindrila through her enterprise – Grooming Babies has played a role in creating a platform for many parents to provide excellent learning's to their young kids.

Oindrila has reached out to hundreds of families, by conducting workshops on Conscious Parenting, thereby fostering and strengthening parent—child relationships.

Oindrila also teaches the art of communication and has been instrumental in framing the curriculum at the university level for post graduate students.
The Team

Gaouri Parekh

With a Master's in Statistics and a Bachelor's degree in Education, Gaouri is a Math enthusiast.

Over the last decade, she has mastered the art of teaching children that math can be child's play and does so even today.

She has been instrumental in creating innovative learning environment for kids so as to bring out the best in each child.

She is not just known for creating happy environment but also for enabling kids to score well in academics.
To access a lifetime of success,
Start now!
to know more
call us on +91 99300 36300
write to us at
inquiry@brainbarnedu.com
or visit us at
www.brainbarnedu.com